
Ironer care recommendation 

Start of operation: 

In the morning start operation by using the bed cleaning cloth first - steel wool stripes facing towards the 

chest - to brush away the deposits of the day before. The polishing stripes of the bed cleaning cloth 

complete this cleaning process in a perfect way! 

Please, apply to whole width of the ironer! 

Afterwards waxing should be started. 

In the morning and during daily work: 

After cleaning the beds waxing is necessary. Usually apply a small quantity of wax to the wax 

cloth only in the morning. The wax pocket faces to the roller while passing the ironer. 

The content of the wax cloth mostly is enough for a second wax procedure a day without adding wax. 

Ironing several shifts a day may require adding of wax. 

We recommend: 

Run a sheet after wax cloth to spread out and remove redundant wax. 

Basic rule: 

Better quality of the wax reduces the quantity and the number of applications required. 

End of operation (in case of excessive dirt): 

For extra cleaning „Cleanpaste“ should be used with the Aramide paste cloth 1-2 times  

a week (daily if necessary): 

For this add a little "Cleanpaste" into the reservoir of the paste cloth and let it run  

through the heated-up ironer 2 times - reservoir facing roller. 

Stop the ironer and lift the roll - wait for approx. 10 minutes. 

Afterwards let a few wet sheets (old ones - creased) pass through the ironer. Keep  

feeding the rotating ironer with wet sheets until there are no more dirty residues. 

Please exert this procedure over the whole width of the ironer. 

Note: 

The dosage and the frequency of waxing may vary depending on different operating conditions  

(bed temperature, type of laundry, level of occupancy, ironing velocity, residual moisture, etc.). 

Cheap and unqualified waxes should not be used. These products evaporate very quickly,  

thus necessitating large quantities. In most cases, they cause cracking products and deposits,  

that block up the ironer clothing and the suction line. 

Very often they are the reason for trouble like wrinkled or blocking laundry or electrostatic charge. 

Our premium waxes (see basic equipment) applied in small dosage result - even under supreme 

demands - in best ironing quality. 

Massive deposits in the moulds (caused by the laundry process) should not be compensated by 

increasing the wax dosage (over waxing of ironer cloth). In this specific case, only thorough grinding 

cleaning of the bed can help. Moreover, it is essential to eliminate the cause of the deposits in order to 

ensure faultless operation. 


